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Abstract 

Microfluidic devices often contain several phases. Their design can be supported by 

interface-resolving numerical simulations, requiring accurate methods and validated 

computer codes. Especially challenging are submillimetre air bubbles in water due to 

their large density contrast and dominance of surface tension. Here, we evaluate two 

numerical methods implemented in OpenFOAM®, namely the standard solver 

interFoam with an algebraic volume-of-fluid method relying on a sharp interface 

representation and phaseFieldFoam relying on the phase-field method with diffuse 

interface representation. For a circular bubble in static equilibrium, we explore the 

impacts of uniform grid resolution and bubble size on bubble shape, mass conservation, 

pressure jump and spurious currents. While the standard interFoam solver exhibits 

excellent mass conservation with errors below 0.1% on fine grids, it lacks the accuracy 

to predict reasonable physics for a bubble in microfluidic systems. At higher resolution, 

large spurious currents significantly displace and deform the bubble, which is 

oscillating with resolution dependent mode and frequency. Furthermore, the pressure 

jump is consistently underestimated by more than 10%. The solver phaseFieldFoam 

suffers from much larger mass losses of up to 2%, which decrease as the ratio between 

interface thickness and bubble diameter decreases provided the diffuse interface region 

is adequately resolved. Spurious currents are very low and the bubble remains circular 

preserving its initial position with an error in pressure jump below 1%. 

 

Keywords: multiphase microfluidics, volume-of-fluid method, phase-field method, 

OpenFOAM, spurious currents, surface tension model 
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1 Introduction 

Dispersed multiphase flows in microfluidics continue to pave the way towards 

laboratory automation, decreasing sample analysis times at minimum fluid expenditure 

[1]. Using droplets as micro reaction chambers in the medical and biochemical field is 

one key application [2, 3]. While such droplets are purposely produced, the undesired 

emergence of gas bubbles is a common problem severely impairing the functionality of 

microfluidic devices [4]. Adverse effects range from larger bubbles clogging channels 

[5, 6] to smaller bubbles pinning to channel walls disturbing the flow. While 

mechanisms for removing bubbles in microfluidic circuits are studied thoroughly [7-9], 

for designing microfluidic devices accurate numerical simulations on bubble transport 

and adhesion processes are desirable. 

Microfluidic multiphase flows are dominated by interface phenomena due to spatial 

scaling. Important effects include the thin liquid film between moving gas bubbles and a 

solid wall [10-12], contact angle dynamics [13-15], coalescence and breakup [16-20] 

and heat/mass transfer across the interface [21, 22]. A variety of numerical models 

suited for surface force dominated flows exist [23]. Common are continuum based 

methods like volume-of-fluid (VOF) [24], level set (LS) [25], phase-field (PF) [26] and 

front-tracking [27], mesoscopic methods like lattice Boltzmann (LB) [28] and particle 

based methods like smooth particle hydrodynamics (SPH) [29]. In this paper, we 

evaluate the accuracy of two continuum methods for gas-liquid microfluidic 

applications, namely the VOF and the PF method both implemented in OpenFOAM®. 

Originally, VOF is a finite volume-based geometrical sharp-interface approach 

where the volume fraction  is introduced to discriminate the phases [24]. While 

interface cells contain both phases and thus have values in the range 0 1 , single 
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phase cells have a value of 1  or 0 . Geometrical VOF methods [24] explicitly 

reconstruct the interface of zero thickness by simple line interface calculation (SLIC) 

[30] or, nowadays, by variants of piecewise linear interface calculation (PLIC) [31-33]. 

The interface advection includes geometric information in the flux computation. This 

prevents interface thickening due to numerical diffusion, but leads to difficult, yet 

feasible incorporation in unstructured mesh approaches [34, 35]. Algebraic VOF 

methods solve an advection equation for  while the exact interface position and 

orientation remain veiled. To limit smearing by numerical diffusion, various interface-

sharpening strategies have been proposed [36-38] providing confinement to a width of 

two to three mesh cells [39]. The main advantage of both VOF variants is their ability to 

secure mass conservation. A comparison of four VOF variants can be found in [40]. 

The phase-field method belongs to diffuse interface (DI) methods where the 

interface is not sharp but represented by a transition layer with small but finite thickness 

across which physical quantities vary smoothly but rapidly [41]. The thickness of the DI 

is several orders of magnitude larger than the physical interface thickness. Provided the 

DI model scales properly, such an artificially thickened interface can still represent the 

physical interfacial dynamics. PF methods use a smooth phase-field function denoted as 

order parameter to distinguish between the two phases. The interface evolution is 

modelled with the thermodynamically motivated Cahn-Hilliard [42] or Allen-Cahn 

equation [43]. A distinct advantage of PF methods is elegant modelling of topological 

changes (coalescence/breakup) with the drawback of potential apparent mass losses 

[44]. A review of PF methods for multi-component fluid flows is given in [45]. 

In this work, we focus on flows consisting of two immiscible incompressible 

Newtonian fluids and evaluate the algebraic VOF code interFoam (IF) [46] and 
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the PF code phaseFieldFoam (PFF) [47, 48], both implemented in the open 

source software OpenFOAM®. In the evaluation of IF and PFF we especially focus on 

so-called spurious or parasitic currents, artificial flows at the interface caused by 

numerical inaccuracies [49, 50]. A prominent role on the formation of spurious currents 

(SC) is played by inclusion of surface tension forces into the Navier-Stokes-equations. 

Sharp interface (SI) methods commonly employ the continuum surface force (CSF) 

model [51], which treats surface tension as a volume force density restricted to the 

interface. State-of-the-art SI methods rely on balanced force implementations of the 

CSF method. There, the surface tension and pressure gradient forces are discretised in 

the same way and at exactly the same locations to ensure their balance on a discrete 

level in order to supress SC in the absence of any flow [50, 52, 53]. Employing height 

functions [50, 54] or other advanced methods for curvature calculation [55] reduces SC 

for SI methods, while interface advection across the simulation domain leads to a 

significant increase [56]. Popinet [57] reduced SC in static scenarios to machine 

precision using PLIC-VOF with height functions and a balanced force CSF method. He 

pointed out that well-balanced CSF implementations are not momentum conserving and 

showed that SC still prevail for test cases with moving interfaces. He also notes that 

what is interpreted as SC is sometimes an interfacial capillary wave stemming from the 

deviation of the discretised interface shape from the equilibrium interface shape. 

Improving the initialisation of the  field by advanced methods [55, 58] can reduce this 

form of SC and result in more stable solutions [55]. Even today, none of the methods 

presented in review [59] satisfies both well-balancing and momentum conservation. 

In the PF model, capillary forces have first been incorporated into the Navier-

Stokes-equations by the pioneering model H of Hohenberg and Halperin [60] (valid for 
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matched phase densities). Phase-field inspired surface tension models assume a balance 

of the change in kinetic energy with the change in free energy. In contrast to the CSF 

approach that models surface tension forces, PF methods thus model fluid energy 

instead. A variational derivative of the free energy with respect to the order parameter 

C  yields the chemical potential . Surface tension can then be modelled as C  

which is the continuum surface tension forcing in its potential form [26]. Because of 

incompressibility, this potential form can also be written as C  [26]. The potential 

formulation converges to the classical surface tension force as   0 [61] and is able to 

reduce SC by mesh refinement [62]. A different approach to account for surface tension 

in PF simulations is by incorporating the CSF model into the Navier-Stokes equations 

[63] instead using a potential formulation. He and Kasagi [64] performed PF 

simulations with both approaches and showed that a CSF model results in significant 

SC while a potential formulation drastically reduces SC. Lee and Kim [65] compared 

the performance of different CSF implementations in PS simulations and found for 

some first order convergence of SC with mesh refinement. 

In summary, SC in CSF implementations mainly stem from an inconsistent 

discretisation and thus imbalance of surface tension and pressure gradient forces and 

from inaccurate curvature estimation compromising even balanced force discretisation. 

SC also arise in LB [66], SPH [67] and even in interface-fitted moving mesh methods 

[68], there however at very small magnitude. Independent of the method, the magnitude 

of SC increases with surface tension and density ratio. Due to the typically very low 

velocity of gas-liquid flows in microfluidic devices, the magnitude of SC may easily 

reach the order of the main flow thus severely disturbing the flow field. 
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Most literature studies on SC consider simplified conditions with similar or equal 

phase densities and viscosities [49, 51, 52, 56, 57, 63, 65, 69-74], entirely non-

dimensional test cases [75], artificially large drops [50, 76, 77] or combinations of these 

restrictions. There are only very few studies, where the practically most relevant air 

water-system is considered for a droplet [78] or a bubble [64]. Furthermore, these 

studies are often restricted to a limited number of time steps. Here, we run simulations 

until steady or quasi-steady state, targeting on the emergence of SC in the practical 

relevant scenario of a submillimetre air bubble in water at static equilibrium, a test case 

prone to SC. Before that, we evaluate for comparison the performance of IF and PFF 

for two established SC test cases from literature with simplified conditions [70, 76]. The 

IF and PFF results for submillimetre air bubbles of different size in water are then 

evaluated with respect to interface thickness, bubble shape and displacement, mass 

conservation, interfacial pressure jump and SC. 

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical 

framework together with details on the implementation of VOF and PF methods in 

OpenFOAM are presented. Section 3 is devoted to the computational setup and 

evaluation procedure. Sections 4 and 5 present the results for the SC test cases from 

literature and the submillimetre air bubble in water, respectively. Finally, the paper 

provides conclusions in Section 6. 

2 Mathematical framework and numerical methods 

Flows of two isothermal, immiscible, incompressible Newtonian fluids are governed by 

the Navier-Stokes equation describing the momentum balance and the solenoidal 

condition representing the mass balance 
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u
uu f f     and    0u  (1)  

with velocity field u , time t , pressure p , and viscous stress tensor 

T( ) ( )u u . The density  and dynamic viscosity  vary locally depending 

on the phase distribution. Surface tension forces are represented by f . This work 

disregards gravity and other body forces so that 
b 0f . 

2.1 Algebraic volume-of-fluid method 

A widely used implementation of an algebraic VOF method in OpenFOAM® for two 

incompressible, isothermal immiscible fluids is interFoam (IF) [46], see also [69] 

for a good description of this code. In IF, the volume fraction  of one phase (here the 

continuous liquid phase) describes the phase distribution. IF essentially solves the 

equation 

 ( ) 0
t

u , (2)  

albeit with some needed modifications to avoid the serious numerical diffusion issues. 

Being based on the concept of flux corrected transport [79], the solution procedure 

involves the Multidimensional Universal Limiter with Explicit Solution (MULES) to 

keep the VOF data bounded. In the interface region, a compressive velocity directed 

normal to the interface serves to limit numerical smearing. In the present simulations, 

the compressive factor is set to unity, see [69, 70] for details. 

Density and viscosity in the Navier-Stokes equation are averaged arithmetically 

 L G L G( ) (1 ), ( ) (1 ) ,  (3)  

where the indices L  and G  stand for liquid and gas, respectively. The surface tension 

force is implemented through the CSF model as f n . The interface 

curvature is given by ( )n  where the unit normal vector /n  is 

computed using the updated  values obtained from solution of Eq. (2). The pressure-
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velocity coupling is performed by the PIMPLE algorithm, a combination of the PISO 

(pressure-implicit with splitting of operators) algorithm [80] and SIMPLE (semi-

implicit method for the pressure linked equations) algorithm [81]. 

For discretisation, second order schemes are adopted as follows. The discretisation 

of gradient operators (gradSchemes) and Laplace operators 

(laplacianSchemes) is performed with the Gauss linear and Gauss linear 

uncorrected schemes, respectively. For divergence operators (divSchemes), the 

Gauss vanLeer and Gamma interfaceCompression schemes are used for the momentum 

and volume fraction equations, respectively. For discretisation of the time derivatives 

(ddtSchemes), the Crank-Nicholson scheme is chosen. 

In the present paper, the widely used standard IF solver is employed (foam-extend-

3.1). No special measures haven been undertaken to reduce spurious currents. For 

techniques to reduce SC in IF, the interested reader is referred to [55, 74, 82-85]. 

2.2 Phase-field method 

Phase-field methods rely on a dimensionless order parameter, the phase field, which 

varies continuously over the thin interfacial layer and is mostly uniform in the bulk 

phases. Here, the order parameter takes the value 1C  in the liquid bulk and 1C  

in the gas bulk while values in the range 1 1C  correspond to the diffuse interface. 

The phase evolution is described by the convective Cahn-Hilliard equation 

 2( )
C

C M
t

u , (4)  

where M  is the Cahn-Hilliard mobility (diffusion parameter). The chemical potential  

 3 2

2
( )C C C  (5)  

represents the change rate of free energy with respect to C  and consists of a bulk and 
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interface contribution. Here,  is the mixing energy density and  the capillary width. 

For stagnant fluids and at steady state, the right hand side of Eq. (4) is zero. In one-

dimension, the corresponding equilibrium profile across a planar interface is 

 tanh
2

x
C ,  (6)  

where x  is the direction normal to the interface. Fig. 1 shows the profile from Eq. (6) 

for a capillary width of 10μm . In the region with 0.9 0.9C , the equilibrium 

profile changes rapidly but smoothly. The width 1

,planar 2 2 tanh (0.9) 4.164CL  

of this region often serves as a measure for the thickness of the DI. A useful non-

dimensional quantity to characterise the interface thickness is the Cahn number which 

relates the capillary width to a macroscopic length scale, here the initial bubble diameter 

so that 
0: /Cn D . 

From Eq. (6), the surface tension, which is by definition the excess energy present 

in the system due to the presence of the interface, can be found to be [26, 86] 

 

2
d 2 2
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  (7)  

For the present simulations,  and  serve as input parameters so that  follows from 

Eq. (7). Interface curvature changes phase-field surface tension. The induced error in 

both surface tension and pressure jump is a quadratic function of interface thickness 

times curvature, the coefficient of this error being small [26]. 
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Fig. 1. Profile of the order parameter across a planar diffuse interface in equilibrium. 

Equations (4) and (5) are coupled with the Navier-Stokes equations (1). There, 

density and viscosity depend on the order parameter, similar to Eq. (3) in IF, as 

 
L G L G

1 1
( ) (1 ) (1 ) , ( ) (1 ) (1 )

2 2
C C C C C C , (8)  

Following [26, 87], the surface tension force is incorporated by Cf . 

The coupled Cahn-Hilliard Navier-Stokes equations are solved by the code 

phaseFieldFoam (PFF) in a segregated manner using OpenFOAM-1.6-ext. [47, 

48, 88]. The discretisation schemes in PFF are similar to those in IF listed above, with 

exception of the divergence operator (Gauss Gamma 0.5). The solution procedure from 

time step nn t  to 11 nn t  is as follows: 

1) Compute n  using Eq. (5). 

2) Solve Cahn-Hilliard Eq. (4) for 1nC  using n  and n
u . 

3) Use 1nC  to determine 1n  and 1n  by Eq. (8), 1n  by Eq. (5) and 

1 1 1n n nCf . 
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4) Solve Navier-Stokes Eqs. (1) for 1n
u  and 1np  with the PISO iteration algorithm 

using 1n , 1n  and 1n
f . 

3 Numerical setup and evaluation procedure 

The test case of a static circular bubble is chosen due to its simplicity and informative 

value. Because the system is in mechanical equilibrium, any terminal deviation from (i) 

the circular shape, (ii) the Laplace pressure jump and (iii) the static velocity field can be 

attributed to numerical inaccuracy. This section describes the setup for a static circular 

submillimetre air bubble in water in absence of gravity, the results of which are 

presented in Section 5. The setup for both SC test cases from literature is similar and 

any difference is mentioned in Section 4, where the corresponding results are discussed. 

3.1 Computational setup and fluid properties for air bubble in water 

All simulations are two-dimensional, transient and employ a Cartesian co-ordinate 

system in a square computational domain. The initial conditions consist of a circular 

bubble in the centre of the domain surrounded by an immiscible outer phase. Both 

phases are initially at rest. The initial bubble diameter is 
0D  and the co-ordinates of the 

initial bubble centre are T T

0 0 0( , ) (0,0)x yx . In all simulations the domain size is 

02x yL L D , discretised by uniform square mesh cells of size x y h . In the 

sequel, we refer to the spatial resolution by the number of cells per initial diameter 

0: /DN D h . The grid thus consists of 2x y DN N N  mesh cells in each direction 

and 24 DN N  mesh cells in the entire domain. In one dimension and at equilibrium, 

the width of the diffuse interface in the PF method is ,planar 4CL . The number of grid 

cells used for resolving the diffuse interface is D: 4 / 4CN h CnN . Previous 

simulations showed that for obtaining accurate results with PFF values of CN  larger 
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than about 4 6  are required [47, 88-90]. At the sides of the computational domain, 

periodic boundary conditions are used. Thus, no symmetry conditions are assumed that 

could supress any artificial displacement of the bubble from its initial position. The 

physical properties of the gas and liquid phases correspond to air and water and are as 

follows: 3

G 1.2kg/m , 5

G 1.837 10 Pa s , 3

L 997 kg/m , 

4

L 9.97 10 Pa s , 0.07286 N/m . 

3.2 Initialisation of discrete phase distribution 

The numerical simulations require specifying the discrete initial phase distribution. In 

order to ensure consistency of the initial data with the underlying mathematical 

approach, the procedure differs for IF and PFF and reflects the VOF method being a 

sharp interface method in contrast to the PF method being a diffuse interface method. 

In IF, the dictionary setFieldsDict initialises the discrete field ( )x  by filling 

mesh cells initially either completely with gas or with liquid corresponding to a SLIC-

like interface representation [30]. This initialisation results in a deviation of the discrete 

initial bubble area 
0,disA  from the nominal initial area 2

0 0 / 4A D . The relative 

deviation 0,dis 0 0( ) /A A A  decreases with resolution and is 1.4, 0.64, 0.31, 0.08  

percent for 25,50,75,100DN . Similarly, the effective discrete initial bubble 

diameter 0,dis 0,dis4 /D A  deviates from 
0D . The diameter deviates about half as 

much as the area with values below 0.7%  for all cases.  

Contrary to the sharp interface in IF, the discrete initial order parameter field in 

PFF represents a diffuse interface. For that purpose, the planar equilibrium profile of 

Eq. (6) is adapted for a circular bubble 

 

2 2

0 0 0( ) ( ) 0.5
( ) tanh

2

x x y y D
C x . (9)  
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The relative deviations 
0,dis 0 0( ) /A A A  and 

0,dis 0 0( ) /D D D  are, for an identical value 

of 
DN , in PFF about ten times smaller than in IF. 

The chosen initialisations for the phase distribution mean that neither in IF nor in 

PFF the systems is initially in complete mechanical equilibrium. Accordingly, the 

prompt velocity field forming when starting a simulation from both phases at rest is not 

necessarily spurious. In the course of the simulation, however, the phase distribution is 

expected to develop towards a steady state representing mechanical equilibrium where 

then any remaining finite velocity magnitude has to be considered spurious. 

3.3 Time step control 

Transient numerical simulations require an appropriate time step width t . Important 

in this context is the Courant number max /Co U t h  where 
max ( )U t  is the magnitude 

of the maximum velocity in the computational domain. Roenby et al. [34] noted that 

from their experience the explicit MULES scheme in IF is limited to 0.1Co  if 

accuracy is important. In the present study we therefore restrict the maximum time step 

to 
max max max/Cot Co h U  where 

max 0.1Co . Thus, for small values of 
maxU  the time 

step increases thereby reducing the computational costs. To avoid excessively large 

time steps that arise in the limit of vanishing SC, i.e. 
max 0U , an upper limit 

max 5μst  is specified empirically so that the variable time step width is 

 
max maxmin ( , )Cot t t .  (10)  

When introducing their CSF model, Brackbill et al. [51] gave the time step criterion 

in Eq. (11) to ensure stability with respect to propagating capillary waves along the 

interface in case of explicit treatment of surface tension 

 
3

L G
BKZ

( )

4

h
t . (11)  
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In practice, such capillary waves are damped by viscous and inertial forces. To account 

for the enhanced stability due to these effects, Galusinski and Vigneaux [91] proposed a 

less stringent extended time step criterion which includes two code-dependent 

constants. Deshpande et al. [69] studied spurious currents in IF for a 2D droplet with 

diameter 
0 500μmD  under the restriction of matched density and viscosity of the 

phases to determine these constants for that code. From 80 simulations with varying 

combinations of density and viscosity, they derived the time step criterion in Eq. (12) to 

limit the growth of SC and ensure that the drop position is stable 

 

2 3

DAT

1
10 10 0.04

2

h h h
t .  (12)  

For an air bubble in water it is unclear, which density and viscosity should be used 

in this criterion. For 6.6µmh  (corresponding to 
0 500μmD  and 75DN ), Eq. 

(12) yields 
DAT 0.95µst  and 

DAT 0.019µst , when density and viscosity of water 

and air are used, respectively. The latter time step is too small to allow for a 

comprehensive simulation study. Therefore, the criterion of Eq. (12) is used in two 

simulations only to check whether it applies for non-matched phase properties as well, 

which will be shown not to be the case. 

For the PF method, Aland [92] found by numerical tests using a Crank-Nicolson 

scheme and equal densities in both phases the empirical time step restriction 

 2/3 1/3 1/3

Aland 7t M . (13)  

This criterion is independent of the grid size and very different from Eqs. (11) and (12). 

We evaluated Eq. (13) using the liquid density for the test cases in Table 1. The 

maximum time step is in the range 1.1 11.4μs  which is of same order of magnitude as 

max 5μst . 
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3.4 Test cases 

For a submillimetre air bubble in water, four different bubble diameters are considered, 

namely 250, 500, 750 and 1000 µm. Among these, the initial bubble diameter 

0 500μmD  serves as base case. Simulations are performed for parameters as listed in 

Table 1. In IF, the number of mesh cells per bubble diameter (
DN ) is the sole free 

parameter. A variation of 
DN  results in a variation of h  and may – as discussed in the 

previous subsection – also result in a variation of t .  

In PFF, two further independent numerical parameters are varied besides 
DN . The 

first one is the capillary width , respectively the Cahn number Cn . The number of 

mesh cells per interface width 
D4CN CnN  varies with the two former parameters. The 

second independent parameter is the mobility M. Jacqmin [26] suggested the scaling 

2M  and we set 2M  with a constant , mostly of value 0.1m s/kg . To 

study the effect of mobility, we compared for one test case simulation results obtained 

with 0.1m s/kg  and 1m s/kg  while all other parameters including t  are 

fixed. It turned out that the value of  slightly effects the time history of SC but is 

without influence on the terminal value. This is plausible, since M  appears on the 

right-hand-side of Eq. (4), representing a diffusion coefficient which affects the order 

parameter field only when the system it is out of equilibrium. In equilibrium, the 

chemical potential   is uniform so that the diffusion term with prefactor M  vanishes. 
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Table 1 Overview on test cases and numerical parameters for a submillimetre air bubble 

in water with fluid properties as given in Section 3.1. For IF, 
DN  is the only numerical 

parameter. The test case with 25DN   is only computed with IF and that with 

200DN   only with PFF. The results for these test cases are presented in Section 5.  

Parameters IF/PFF  Additional parameters in PFF  

0 [µm]D  [ ]DN  
 

[µm]  [ ]Cn  [ ]CN  [m s/kg]   
 

250
 

100
 

 5
 

0.02
 

8
 

0.1
 

 

500
 

25
 

      

 
50  

 
10  0.02  4  0.1   

   
20  0.04  8  0.1   

   
20  0.04  8  0.00625   

 
75  

 
10  0.02  6  0.1   

 
100  

 
10  0.02  8  0.1   

   
10  0.02  8  0.025   

 
200  

 
5  0.01  8  0.1   

750  100  
 

15  0.02  8  0.1   

1000  100  
 

20  0.02  8  0.1   

 

3.5 Evaluation procedure and quantification of errors 

3.5.1 Spurious currents 

Since both phases are stagnant and the system is by definition in mechanical 

equilibrium, all observed velocities are spurious in the end. Therefore, the maximum 

spurious currents magnitude is the maximum velocity in the computational domain 

 sc max ,
,

max i j
i j

U U u , (14)  
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where the subscripts i and j denote the cell indices of the structured Cartesian mesh. The 

velocity 
sc ( )U t  is determined for each time step of the transient simulation. 

3.5.2 Bubble displacement and mean bubble diameter 

In order to determine the bubble displacement, the bubble barycentre is computed 

 
, ,,

bc

,,

i j i ji j

i ji j

x
x , (15)  

where 
,i jx  denotes the location of the mesh cell centre and the summation is over all 

cells. In Eq. (15),  is a master field for the gas volume fraction. For IF, it is 1  

while for PFF it is (1 ) / 2C . The bubble displacement is 
B bc 0:x x x . 

Deshpande et al. [69] classified simulations with different t  as stable (
Bx h ) and 

unstable (
Bx h ), cf. Eq. (12). Since simulations with 

Bx h  may yield converged 

solutions as well, we denote the criterion here as position-stable/position-unstable. 

Throughout the paper, we use the isoline 0.5  to determine the interface position 

and to discriminate between the phases. For all mesh cells cut by this isoline, the 

distance from the bubble centre is determined. Averaging of all values and multiplying 

by two yields the mean bubble diameter 
mD . Furthermore, its standard deviation 

Ds  

quantifies the bubble circularity. We remark that determining isolines (either in 

OpenFOAM directly or in a post-processing step with ParaView) involves 

interpolation and thus introduces an interpolation error, which is hard to quantify. 

3.5.3 Interface thickness 

For PFF, the relation between the diffuse interface thickness and the input parameter  

is of interest, since for a circular interface no analytical equilibrium solution exists, such 

as Eq. (6) for the planar case. For IF simulations, the relation between the interface 

thickness and the mesh size is of interest for evaluating the performance of the interface 
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compression scheme. Approaching the physical interface thickness by continuously 

reducing numerical interface thickness should in principle lead to more realistic results 

in both methods. However, thinner interfaces yield steeper density and viscosity 

gradients, amplifying SC. 

To quantify the interface thickness (
int

), we use two isolines. In IF, 
int

 is 

computed as the distance between the inner isoline 0.1 and the outer isoline 

0.9 . In a similar manner, 
int

 is determined in PFF using 0.9C  and 0.9 . In 

this way, 
int

 is evaluated from the profiles of  and C  along the horizontal and 

vertical midplane of the computational domain. This yields four values of 
int

 at 

different positions, which are averaged arithmetically. 

3.5.4 Laplace pressure jump 

To evaluate the accuracy of the simulations with respect to the pressure field, we 

compare the numerical pressure jump with the Young-Laplace pressure 

exact  02 /p D . The average numerical pressure in both phases is determined by a 

threshold based procedure similar to [50, 70] which ignores the pressure in the interface 

region. Hence, G,partialp  and 
L,partialp  are the averaged values of the pressure inside  

( 0.99 ) and outside ( 0.01) the bubble, respectively. These threshold values are 

somewhat arbitrary and differ from the values 0.95 und 0.05 used in [70]. In the present 

case, the averaged pressure inside the gas bubble thus includes regions further from the 

interface. The numerical pressure jump is given by num G,partial L,partialp p p . 

4 Results for spurious currents test cases from literature 

Before presenting simulation results for a submillimetre air bubble in water in Section 

5, we compute with IF and PFF two less demanding test cases on spurious currents for 
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comparison with literature. Matched densities and viscosities of both phases eliminate 

the influences of density and viscosity contrasts [70]. Using inviscid phases considers 

the density contrast and quantifies the spurious currents after a single time step [76].  

4.1 Matched densities and viscosities 

Popinet and Zaleski [93] considered test cases with matched density and viscosity with 

a front-tracking method and found a linear proportionality 
sc /U  over a wide 

range of Ohnesorge numbers 0( : / )Oh D . For a fixed value of Oh , the capillary 

number sc sc: /Ca U  is thus about constant and independent on grid size. Albadawi 

et al. [70] computed a test case with IF (OpenFOAM 2.0) for 
0 10mmD , 

L G/ 1 , 
L G/ 1 and 2 1000Oh . They considered a domain of size 

05x yL L D  and varied the grid resolution in the range 10 100DN . The time 

step was 1/ (10 ms )t h  and the simulations were run until 0.1st . In accordance 

to [93], scCa  stayed constant around 0.002 and no convergence with grid refinement 

was obtained, meaning a decrease of scU  with decrease of h . 

In this work, we reconsider the test case of Albadawi et al. [70] with equal domain 

size, time step and Ohnesorge number using 0 10mmD , 3

L G 1000kg/m , 

L G 0.001Pa s  and 0.01N/m . The grid resolution DN  is varied between 

10100 in IF and 50100 in PFF, the latter translating to an interface resolution with 

4 8CN  mesh cells at constant capillary width. While the simulations in [70] are ran 

until 0.1st , our final time is 10st  because the SC did not reach a terminal value 

for 0.1st . For 10st , scU  reached in all PFF simulations a constant value, whereas 

in some IF simulations scU  is still slightly changing in time. All simulations are 

position-stable with B / 0.012x h  in IF and 8

B / 2 10x h  in PFF. Fig. 2 shows the 

IF and PFF results for scCa  at 0.1st  and 10st  versus grid resolution (with DN  
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displayed at the bottom and h  at the top x-axis). Included for comparison are the IF 

results from [70] for 0.1st . Since Fig. 2 contains a lot of information, we discuss the 

results of both codes separately beginning with IF. 

For 0.1st , the present IF results are very close to those in [70]. For 10st , the 

SC are reduced by a factor 3  40 as compared to 0.1st . The values of scCa  at both 

instants in time are almost independent on mesh resolution. This behaviour can be 

explained by the implementation of the CSF model in IF. Convergence of SC with grid 

refinement in the CSF model can only be achieved if the curvature estimation converges 

with mesh refinement and if at the same time the discrete force balance between 

pressure gradient and surface tension is ensured by a consistent (balanced) 

implementation. Deshpande et al. [69] evaluated the performance of IF and found that 

the implementation of pressure gradient and surface tension term seems to be consistent 

and reaches the necessary discrete force balance. As mentioned in Section 2.1, in IF 

interface curvature is calculated from the original (i.e. unsmoothed)  field. 

Approaches that are more sophisticated employ some pre-processing of the 

discontinuous volume fraction field, in order to get a smoother field that can be used to 

achieve more accurate curvature estimations. Common approaches are convolution 

techniques for the  field or the usage of height functions. While smoothing techniques 

can reduce SC by several orders of magnitude [94], reaching a convergent behaviour 

with grid refinement has proven to be a significantly more challenging task. 

For PFF, Fig. 2 shows that the values of scCa  at both instants in time are much 

smaller as compared to IF. For 10st , the SC in PFF are reduced by a factor 40  60 

as compared to 0.1st . In contrast to IF, the PFF results show an almost second-
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order convergence for scCa  so that finer meshes result in lower SC. The reasons for 

these behaviours will be discussed in Section 4.3. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Influence of mesh resolution on scCa  for matched density and viscosity  

(
0 10mmD , 2 1000Oh ). Comparison of IF and PFF ( 0.02Cn , 0.2mm , 

4C DN CnN , 0.1m s/kg ) results at two instants in time with results from [70] (IF 

Alb.). 

4.2 Inviscid phases 

Yokoi used a CLSVOF method and simulated a 2D drop with diameter 
0 2mD  in a 

domain 02x yL L D  on a Cartesian grid [76]. Surface tension is modelled by four 

different CSF approaches (balanced/unbalanced with/without density scaling). Due to 

momentum conservation, small momentum errors near the interface of a high-density 

phase transfer to high velocities in the low-density phase. Density scaling shifts the 

smoothed interface delta function towards the higher density phase and reduces SC [50, 

76]. To study the convergence with respect to SC, Yokoi performed simulations with 

different grid resolution for a single time step ( 1µst ). Both phases are inviscid with 
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densities 3

L 1kg/m  and 3

G 0.001kg/m  and surface tension 1N/m . 

In this subsection, Yokoi’s inviscid test case is repeated with IF and PFF using 

kinematic viscosities 40 2

L L G G/ / 10 m /s . In contrast to Section 4.1, 

quantifying SC by the capillary number scCa  is not meaningful for an inviscid test case 

so that the results are presented in terms of 
scU  instead. Fig. 3 (a) compares the SC in 

IF with Yokoi's results for the two unbalanced methods where 
DN  is in the range 

10640. The SC in IF are about three orders of magnitude larger than in Yokoi’s 

standard CSF method. In all three methods, the SC increase as h decreases (and 
DN  

increases). Thus, the results deteriorate with grid refinement. This divergence is caused 

by the imbalance between surface tension and pressure gradient forces resulting from 

different discrete approximations for   in the CSF model and p . For finer grids, 

the gradients become steeper and the discrepancy increases, so SC increase. 

Fig. 3 (b) compares the results of Yokoi’s two balanced methods with those of PFF. 

As mentioned before, PFF requires 4CN  to ensure an adequate resolution of the 

diffuse interface corresponding to 1 50DN Cn  for 0.02Cn   as used here. For 

Yokoi’s methods, the SC are about 2-3 orders of magnitude smaller than in PFF. For all 

three methods, the SC decrease as h decreases. For small values of DN , Yokoi’s 

methods shows a second order convergence which changes into a first order one for 

larger values of DN , while the PFF results show a second order convergence similar to 

the previous test case. 
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Fig. 3. Influence of mesh resolution on spurious currents after one time step for an 

inviscid drop with diameter 
0 2mD . (a) Comparison of IF results with CLSVOF 

results of Yokoi [76] using unbalanced CSF models. (b) Comparison of PFF results  

( 0.02Cn , 40mm , 4C DN CnN , 0.1m s/kg ) with CLSVOF results using 

balanced CSF models [76]. 

At first glance, the results of Yokoi seem to indicate that convergence of spurious 

currents with grid refinement with a CSF model can be reached by simply assuring a 

balanced force implementation, disregarding any special treatment in curvature 

estimation. It should be noted, however, that the smooth level-set function was used for 

curvature calculation instead of the discontinuous volume fraction field. Additionally, 

an interpolation of curvature values for cell faces by solving a curvature advection 

equation was introduced. Furthermore, the convergence behaviour was investigated 

after a single time step, which might have erased the effects of inaccurate curvature 

estimation developing over time. 
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4.3 Discussion 

The second order convergence of SC obtained with PFF for both test cases is 

remarkable, as no special measures for reducing SC have been undertaken and deserves 

a discussion. 

In the chemical potential formulation surface tension is modelled as an energy 

associated with the gradient of the order parameter, cf. Eq. (7). Accordingly, the 

interfacial energy is “stored” in the diffuse interface region of the order parameter field 

and even persists for a flat interface. This is in contrast to the CSF approach, where 

surface tension forces arise only for curved interfaces. While accurate computation of 

interface curvature and its convergence with grid refinement is thus of paramount 

importance for convergence of SC in the CSF model, curvature computation is 

completely absent in the PF method. In IF and in SI methods in general, the thickness 

of the numerical interface is intimately related to h  (cf. Section 5.2.1) which makes 

achieving convergence of curvature computation and SC a formidable task. 

The behaviour with grid refinement of different curvature estimation approaches for 

a geometrical PLIC-VOF method was studied by Cummins et al. [54]. While their 

convolution technique gave no convergence, their height functions method showed 

second order convergence. Following this result, Francois et al. [50] showed that in 

their balanced force PLIC-VOF implementation second order convergence of SC with 

mesh refinement can be achieved with height functions while no convergence was 

reached with a convolution technique. Gerlach et al. [95] studied the behaviour of two 

geometric VOF approaches from literature [52, 96] and that of a coupled level-set VOF 

(CLSVOF) method, where the curvature is calculated from the smooth level-set 

function. None of these methods showed convergence of SC with mesh refinement. 
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Recently, Abadie et al. [56] showed that even an algebraic FCT-VOF code can reach 

second order convergence by making use of height functions in its curvature 

calculation. This is especially interesting since IF is also a FCT-VOF code and might 

show the same behaviour if a height function based curvature estimation is used, as 

done by Binz et al. [84]. Using the ordinary implementation without the extra effort in 

curvature calculation, both Deshpande et al. [69] and Albadawi et al. [70] reported a 

convergence of the curvature towards a systematically deviating value from the analytic 

solution, which is the reason for the behaviour of IF observed in Fig. 2. 

In the PF method, the thickness of the diffuse interface is controlled by the capillary 

width  , independent from mesh resolution. For a fixed value of the capillary width 

(respectively Cahn number), the smoothness of ( )C x  and that of ( )x  as well thus 

increases with mesh refinement leading to a more accurate numerical representation of 

surface tension, cf. Eq. (7). The surface tension model used in PFF reads Cf  

so that in the absence of any other forces, the balance between pressure gradient and 

surface tension becomes p C . Consistent discretisation of the two gradient 

operators in OpenFOAM (by using the same gradSchemes as done here) can thus 

result automatically in a balanced discretisation scheme. 

In conclusion, the second order convergence of SC with mesh refinement can be 

attributed to three features of the PF method with free energy surface tension model: 

absence of curvature computation, modelling of interface thickness independent from 

mesh resolution and easy to achieve balanced discretisation. This second order 

convergence indicates that adaptive mesh refinement in the DI region can effectively 

alleviate SC. 
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5 Results for a submillimetre air bubble in water 

In this section, we present the simulation results for the test cases described in Section 3 

and listed in Table 1 considering a quiescent submillimetre air bubble in stagnant water. 

We first discuss the temporal evolution of the transient simulations and then focus on 

terminal results concerning phase distribution, pressure field and velocity field. 

5.1 Temporal evolution 

The temporal evolution of the simulations is evaluated by means of the time histories of 

the spurious currents 
sc ( )U t  and the bubble displacement 

B ( )x t . A steady state is 

assumed when both quantities are constant in time. Most PFF simulations reach a 

steady state until 0.4st . In some PFF simulations, 
Bx  is constant while 

scU  still 

slightly changes in time. All PFF simulations are position-stable (
Bx h ). The IF 

simulations also reach a state when 
scU  is either approximately constant in time or 

slightly oscillating around a time-independent mean value. However, this state does not 

always go along with a steady bubble position. Whether a simulation reaches a steady 

bubble position in IF depends on t . For the time step criterion in Eq. (10) with 

max 5μst  a steady bubble position is obtained. However, the corresponding bubble 

displacement is often quite large and the bubble is not position-stable. To test, if the 

bubble displacement can be reduced by reducing the time step size, two additional 

simulations have been performed for 0 500μmD  with D 75N . The time steps 

max 0.8μst  and 0.01μs  meet the criterion of Eq. (12) when the density and viscosity 

of water and of air are used, respectively (cf. Section 3.3). The time step criterion from 

Eq. (11) gives BKZ 0.57μst , a value in-between. Notably it turned out that neither 

the simulation with 
max 0.8μst  nor that with max 0.01μst  yields a steady bubble 

position but both result in a continued movement of the bubble through the periodic 
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domain. Obviously, the criterion in Eq. (12) derived empirically for matched densities 

and viscosities is not applicable to the present much more demanding test case of 

submillimetre air bubbles in water with large density contrast. The issue of the time step 

criterion for IF is not investigated further here and in the sequel only IF simulations 

with 
max 5μst  yielding a steady bubble position are considered for further analysis. 

Fig. 4 (a) displays the velocity field for the PFF case with 
0 500μmD  and 

D 75N  at 0.4st . Also shown are the interface position (black line) and the area 

between the isolines serving for determining the interface thickness (shaded in grey). 

The bubble shape is close to circular and steady in time. The velocity field due to 

spurious currents is symmetric with respect to the horizontal and the vertical midplane 

and the largest SC are directed tangential to the interface. The velocity fields and bubble 

shapes in the PFF simulations with 50DN  and 100DN  (not shown) are similar. 

Fig. 4 (b) shows a similar visualisation of the velocity field for the IF case with 

resolution 25DN  at 0.4st . The bubble shape is close to circular and steady in 

time. The velocity field is symmetric with respect to the horizontal and vertical 

midplane with the largest SC pointing normal to the interface into the bubble. For the 

IF simulations with finer resolution displayed in Fig. 4c-h, the bubble centre has 

reached a steady position at 0.4st  as well. However, the bubble centre is more or 

less displaced from its initial position and the bubble shape is not steady but oscillating 

in time. For the case with 50DN , the bubble shape changes periodically between an 

elongate and prolate ellipse (Fig. 4 c, d). The same behaviour is observed for resolution 

D 75N  (Fig. 4 e, f). The bubble displacement and oscillation frequency are, however, 

increased as compared to 50DN . For 100DN , the bubble oscillates in a different 
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mode showing not two but four bulges (Fig. 4 g, h), with again increased frequency as 

compared to the case with 
D 75N . 

The IF shape oscillations in Fig. 4 c-h) are unphysical in the sense that the 

deformations are far bigger than the inaccuracies of the imperfect shape initialisation. 

As the inaccuracy of the shape initialisation decreases with mesh refinement, one may 

expect a decrease in displacement and oscillation amplitude for finer meshes. However, 

this is not the case; instead, the shape complexity and oscillation frequency increase 

with mesh resolution. Since there is no physical mechanism driving bubble 

displacement and shape oscillations, both are numerical artefacts. They arise because in 

IF the SC velocity field becomes asymmetric for 50DN . SC arise as local numerical 

artefacts and there is no reason for assuming that the corresponding velocity field stays 

fully symmetric during a simulation, especially if the degree of freedom (which 

increases with 
DN ) is sufficiently large. The above results indicate that in the present 

computations with the standard IF solver unavoidable local finite asymmetries of SC 

amplify for 50DN , resulting in bubble displacement and shape oscillations. While 

the shape oscillations may reflect natural (i.e. physical) vibration modes, the mechanism 

causing and driving them is not physical but purely numerical. In the sequel, shape 

oscillations will be disregarded from further analysis and all simulation results are 

evaluated for 0.4st . 
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Fig. 4. Velocity field (arrows coloured with velocity magnitude in m/s) and bubble 

shape (black line) for 0 500μmD . (a) PFF 
D 75N , 0.4st ; (b) IF 25DN , 

0.4st ; (c) IF 50DN , 0.4st ; (d) IF 50DN , 0.5st ; (e) IF D 75N , 

0.4st ; (f) IF D 75N , 0.448st ; (g) IF 100DN , 0.4st ; (h) IF 

100DN , 0.42st . 
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5.2 Phase distribution 

5.2.1 Interface thickness 

To investigate the effect of mesh size on the interface compression in IF, the liquid 

volume fraction  is plotted along the horizontal midplane of the domain in Fig. 5 (a) 

for 
0 500μmD  and three different resolutions. The comparison with the sharp 

interface profile in Fig. 5 (a) shows that the width of the smeared interface in IF 

decreases as 
DN  increases. For 100DN , the deviation from the sharp interface profile 

is already quite small. Similar profiles of the PFF order parameter over mesh resolution 

with fixed capillary width 10μm  ( 0.02Cn ) not shown here reveal that the 

symmetry with respect to the vertical midplane deviates for 4CN  while the profiles 

for 6CN  and 8 are symmetric and very similar. This indicates a lower threshold of 

diffuse interface resolution of six mesh cells in PFF to obtain reliable results, equal to 

(2 / 3)h . When the interface resolution is fixed to 8CN , the increase of DN  and 

accordingly the decrease of  and Cn lead to a smaller interface width, see Fig. 5 (b). 

     

Fig. 5. Influence of mesh resolution on phase indicator profiles along the horizontal 

midplane ( 0 500μmD ) in (a) IF and (b) PFF ( 8CN , variation of 0 /DN D h  

results in variation of 2 / DCn N  and 0Cn D ). 
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In Fig. 6, the interface thickness 
int

 is plotted over grid resolution for  

0 500μmD . For sharp interface methods, it is expected to scale with mesh size, which 

is the case for IF. The interface compression algorithm serves quite well in maintaining 

a ratio 
int / h  of about 1.8. In contrast, the interface thickness in PFF is related to the 

capillary width, here fixed to 10μm . It decreases only slightly as 
DN  (and 

CN ) 

increases. Normalising the PFF interface thickness by the equilibrium width of the 

planar interface ,planar 4.164CL  shows that 
int

 approaches 
,planarCL  as the resolution is 

increased while the Cahn number is fixed, see inset in Fig. 6. This is because the 

interface in a mesh cell tends to become planar as the ratio 
0/h D  approaches zero. 

 

   

Fig. 6. Influence of mesh resolution on the interface thickness in IF and PFF (main 

graph) and on normalised interface thickness in PFF (inset). 

5.2.2 Bubble displacement 

Under the effect of the spurious currents, the bubble can deform (cf. Fig. 4 c-h) and, if 

the SC are not symmetric, the bubble might be displaced. Here, we investigate the 

influence of bubble size on the bubble displacement. Simulation results are considered 
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position-stable provided 
B / 1x h . Fig. 7 shows a displacement with IF up to almost 

one bubble diameter decreasing with bubble size so that for 
0 1000μmD  the bubble 

position remains stable. PFF simulations on the other hand, always remain position-

stable and retain a displacement several orders of magnitude smaller than h . This is a 

consequence of symmetric and much smaller SC in PFF (cf. Fig. 4 and Section 5.4). 

 

 

Fig. 7. Normalized bubble displacement 
Bx  versus bubble diameter for fixed resolution 

( 100DN ) in IF and PFF ( 0.02Cn , 8CN ). Bubble position is unstable (
Bx h ) 

above the dashed horizontal line. 

5.2.3 Bubble shape 

To study the effect of mesh resolution on bubble shape, the normalised terminal mean 

bubble diameter mD  and its standard deviation 
Ds  are shown in Fig. 8. For IF, only the 

results for 25DN  are included since for the finer grids the bubble shape is not steady 

but oscillating in time (cf. Fig. 4). The relative error for the mean bubble diameter is 

quite small (below 0.3% in IF and below 1% in PFF). In PFF, the mean bubble 

diameter is consistently underestimated and its value is almost independent of mesh 
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size. The reason for this bubble shrinkage in PFF is discussed in Section 5.4. The 

results for 
0/Ds D  in the inset of Fig. 8 show that the bubble circularity in PFF slightly 

increases with increase of 
DN . 

 

 

Fig. 8. Influence of mesh resolution on mean bubble diameter and its standard deviation 

(inset). Results of PFF ( 0.02Cn , 10μm , 0.1m s/kg ) and IF ( 25DN  

only) for 
0 500μmD . 

5.2.4 Bubble area 

An important aspect in numerical simulations of interfacial flows is mass conservation 

which is, for the present test case, equivalent to conservation of bubble area. We 

therefore quantify mass conservation by the relative error in the bubble area 

final 0,dis 0,dis: ( ) /AE A A A , where 
finalA  is determined from isoline post-processing in 

ParaView for 0.4st . The values for AE  are listed in Table 2. IF exhibits the 

excellent mass conservation properties of the VOF method, especially for high grid 

resolution. The very small identical error values for the two finest resolutions indicate 

that the interpolation error in determining the bubble area via the isoline post-processing 
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procedure is sufficiently small. While the bubble shape in the IF simulation with 

75DN  deviates notably from the spherical shape at 0.4 st  (cf. Fig. 4 e), the bubble 

area is well conserved throughout the simulation. For PFF, the bubble area deviates 

more (Table 2). When the grid resolution is fixed ( 100DN , 8CN , 0.02Cn ) the 

bubble size has an influence on mass loss as well, see Table 3. PF computations 

generally exhibit a drop or bubble shrinkage while globally conserving the order 

parameter [44]. In all present PFF simulations, the integral of C over the computational 

domain is indeed constant to eight significant digits. While “total mass” is thus 

conserved, the area enclosed by the interface is not conserved. 

 

Table 2 Area conservation error 
AE  (%) for base case 

0 500μmD . 

DN  25 50 75 100 

interFoam
 

-0.44 -0.06 0.01 0.01 

phaseFieldFoam  -1.61 -1.64 -1.65 

 

Table 3 Area conservation error 
AE  (%) for varying bubble diameter ( 100DN ). 

0 [µm]D  250 500 750 1000 

interFoam 0.03 0.01 0.04 0.04 

phaseFieldFoam  -1.65 -1.42 -1.26 

 

The apparent area/mass loss in PFF is associated with the order parameter profile. 

Initially, the order parameter is in the range min,0 max,0C C C  where 

max,0 min,0 1C C . The discrimination between the two phases is based on 
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mean,0 max,0 min,0( ) / 2 0C C C . Since no special measures are taken to guarantee the 

boundedness of the order parameter, both its minimum and maximum deviate from the 

initial values over time. This corresponds to a shift of the order parameter for the bulk 

phases, see sketch in Fig. 9 (a). If the phase discrimination is based on 
mean,0C , this goes 

along with an apparent mass conservation error. To quantify the shift in the order 

parameter in the present simulations, we define for the liquid phase 

L max,0 max max1C C C C  and for the gas phase G min,0 min min1C C C C . 

Using an energy argument and assuming an equal shift in both bulk components, Yue et 

al. [44] estimated the shift for a 2D circular fluid particle as 

 
2

3
C Cn , (16)  

where the plus sign applies for a “drop” (with 1C  inside) and the minus sign for a 

“bubble” (with 1C  inside). 

 

   

Fig. 9. (a) Sketch of the shift of C and (b) influence of Cahn number on this shift in 

PPF simulations ( 0 500μmD , 8CN , 12 32.5 10 m s/kgM ). 
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Fig. 9 (b) compares the evaluated values for 
LC  and 

GC  with Eq. (16) for three 

different Cahn numbers. As expected, the values are negative for the present bubble 

cases. However, 
LC  and 

GC  considerably differ in magnitude, which is in contrast to 

the assumption made in [44]. While the magnitude of 
LC  is very small and almost 

zero, the magnitude of 
GC  is much larger. For the two smaller values of Cn , 

GC  is 

close to Eq. (16) with negative sign. As a consequence of the small values of 
LC , the 

average 
L G( ) / 2C C  is smaller than the estimation by Yue et al. [44]. Nevertheless, 

Eq. (16) can be used as a reasonable upper limit for the error in C . Clarifying the 

reasons for the asymmetry of the order parameter shift in both phases and for the very 

small values of 
LC  requires further research. Notably, using the actual value of 

meanC  

instead of 
mean,0 0C  for discriminating the phases, yields even smaller bubble 

diameters and therefore even worse results for bubble area conservation. We remark 

that for better preserving the enclosed area, recently a PF model with interfacial 

correction term was proposed [97]. 

Fig. 10 shows the influence of mobility on bubble shrinkage plotting the normalised 

bubble diameter over Cahn number with constant and variable M . As expected, both 

bubble shrinkage and mass loss decrease with decreasing Cn . This trend is amplified by 

simultaneously decreasing the mobility. Overall, one can conclude that PFF shows 

notable errors in mass conservation at higher Cahn numbers, but conserves mass 

reasonably well for 0.01Cn . This suggests that Cn  should be as small as possible. 

However, low Cahn numbers require fine grids, which significantly increase the CPU 

time on uniform meshes. Thus, local dynamic adaptive mesh refinement is 

recommended. 
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Fig. 10. Influence of Cahn number on normalised terminal mean bubble diameter for 

PFF simulations with fixed and variable mobility (
0 500μmD , 8CN ). 

5.3 Pressure 

5.3.1 Pressure profiles 

In order to quantify the accuracy in pressure, we compare the numerical results with the 

pressure jump from the Young-Laplace equation. We first consider the diameter 

0 500μmD  yielding a Laplace pressure jump of 
exact 291.4Pap . For better 

graphical comparison, the pressure profiles are shifted so that the pressure at the 

boundaries of the computational domain is zero. 

Fig. 11 (a) displays IF pressure profiles along the horizontal midplane for three 

different mesh resolutions. The comparison with the exact pressure profile in the sharp 

interface limit shows that IF underestimates the pressure jump by more than 10%, even 

with the finest resolution. The underestimation is the largest for case 50DN  where 

the bubble deformation is large at 0.4st . However, even for the case with 25DN  

where the bubble deformation is small (Fig. 4 b) the pressure is notably underestimated. 
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Fig. 11 (b) shows pressure profiles obtained with PFF for three different values of 

DN  under fixed interface resolution ( 8CN ) and variable Cahn number 2 / DCn N . 

The pressure jump is slightly overestimated for 0.04Cn  and 0.02 with the deviation 

decreasing with lower Cn . Since the interface thickness decreases as well, the 

numerical pressure profile approaches the sharp interface limit as Cn  is decreasing. 

 

Fig. 11. Influence of mesh resolution on pressure profiles along the horizontal midplane 

for 
0 500μmD : (a) IF, (b) PFF ( 8CN , variation of 

DN  results in variation of 

2 / DCn N , 
BCn D  and 2M , 0.1m s/kg ). 

5.3.2 Pressure jump 

For a quantitative assessment of the pressure jump, the pressure in the liquid and gas 

domains is averaged (cf. Section 3.5.4). Fig. 12 displays the normalised pressure jump 

num exact/p p  for the IF simulations in Fig. 11 a) and PFF simulations with fixed 

Cahn number ( 0.02Cn ). The relative error in PFF is then less than 0.6% but more 

than 10% in IF. Pressure errors of similar magnitude for IF are reported in [69, 73, 

85]. Notably, with both codes the error slightly increases with mesh refinement. 
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Fig. 12. Influence of mesh resolution on normalised pressure jump (
0 500μmD ) in 

IF and PFF ( 0.02Cn , 10μm , 0.1m s/kg ). 

Fig. 13 compares the numerical pressure jump of bubbles with different diameter 

with the Young-Laplace law. While the PFF results agree well with the Young-Laplace 

law, the IF deviation is obvious. Furthermore, the slope of the IF results deviates 

strikingly from 2  of the Young-Laplace law. The good performance of the PF method 

is in agreement with the theoretical analysis of Antanovskii [98]. It also supports the 

statement of Jacqmin [26] that the error in pressure jump due to interface curvature 

when computing  from Eq. (7) is small, provided interface thickness times curvature 

is low. For the PFF simulations in Fig. 13 it is 02 / 2 0.04D Cn . 
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Fig. 13. Influence of bubble diameter on pressure jump for fixed bubble resolution  

( 100DN ) in IF and PFF ( 0.02Cn , 8CN ). 

5.4 Spurious currents 

After an initial decay, the spurious currents in IF fluctuate around a time-independent 

mean value. The PFF results show no such fluctuations. However, for some cases no 

constant value has been reached at the end of the simulation. The analysis is thus 

performed on averaged values of 
scU  over the period 0.3 0.4 st . 

For 
0 500μmD , both solvers exhibit a roughly constant 

scU  over grid resolution 

(Fig. 14). For IF, the spurious currents are of magnitude (1 m/s)O  while for PFF they 

remain at 5(10 m/s)O . In contrast to the test cases of Albadawi et al. [70] and Yokoi 

[76] from Section 4, the PFF results for the SC do not converge with grid refinement 

any more. From scU  in Fig. 14, the capillary number of the SC can be computed. 

Taking the mean value of the liquid and gas viscosities for this purpose yields 

3

sc sc L G( ) / 2 7 10Ca U  for IF, a value comparable to that found for the 

Albadawi test case in Fig. 2. For PFF, the corresponding capillary number is about 

87 10  and thus even smaller as for the Albadawi test case. 
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Fig. 14. Influence of mesh resolution on maximum spurious currents for 
0 500μmD  

in IF and PFF ( 0.02Cn , 10μm , 0.1m s/kg ). 

Fig. 15 shows the influence of the bubble diameter on SC for fixed bubble 

resolution ( 100DN ). In the PFF simulations, 0.02Cn , 8CN  and 

0.1m s/kg  are fixed as well. The capillary width and the mobility vary as 

0Cn D  and 2M . Similar to Fig. 14, IF yields large SC of about 1m/s  

independent on bubble size. For PFF, 
scU  is about 510 m/s  for 

0 500μmD  but 

increases to 0.1m/s  for 
0 250μmD . A potential explanation for this large latter value 

may be offered by the theoretical investigation of Yue et al. [44]. The authors showed 

that in the PF method a critical initial diameter 
1 3

0,crit ( 6 / 8 )D A  exists, below 

which a drop finally disappears. For the simulations in Fig. 15, the area of the 

computational domain is 2

04A D  and 00.02D . This yields 0 0,crit/ 5D D  for all 

simulations, which appears sufficiently large. Instead, it turned out that the large SC for 

case 0 250μmD  are related to the time step size. The criterion in Eq. (13) yields 

Aland 1.14µst  for this case. Decreasing maxt  by a factor of ten from 5 µs to 0.5 µs 
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decreases the SC by about four orders of magnitude, see Fig. 15. This indicates that the 

capillary time step criterion in Eq. (13) is relevant for PFF as well. 

 

Fig. 15. Influence of bubble diameter on spurious currents for fixed bubble resolution  

( 100DN ) in IF and PFF ( 0.02Cn , 8CN ). 

6 Conclusion 

In this article, we evaluated two numerical methods implemented in OpenFOAM® 

concerning their suitability for interface resolving simulations of submillimetre air-

bubbles in water. The code interFoam implements an algebraic volume-of-fluid 

method for a nominally sharp interface with standard continuum surface force and 

curvature computations, whereas phaseFieldFoam is based on the phase-field 

method with diffuse interface representation with capillary term in free energy 

formulation. 

A nominally static circular bubble surrounded by quiescent liquid in absence of 

gravity serves as test case. The two-dimensional simulations explore the impact in 

variation of mesh size ( h ) of the uniform grid and bubble size. Evaluating the bubble 
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shape, mass conservation, the Young-Laplace pressure jump and the magnitude of 

spurious currents serve as measures for the accuracy of the solvers. 

A reference is drawn to investigations in literature by examining the solvers on two 

test cases with simplified conditions, i.e. matched density/viscosity and an artificially 

large inviscid drop. The code interFoam reveals spurious currents not decreasing 

with mesh resolution and several orders of magnitude larger than in 

phaseFieldFoam, where they decrease with second order convergence. This 

convergence is attributed to the absence of curvature computation, the interface 

thickness being controlled by the capillary width ( ) independent from mesh 

resolution, and an easy to achieve balanced discretisation between pressure gradient and 

capillary term. 

In the numerically challenging case of a submillimetre air bubble in quiescent 

water, spurious currents remain independent on the mesh size loosing second order 

convergence in phaseFieldFoam. However, there, the magnitude of the spurious 

currents remains five orders in magnitude below interFoam. The large asymmetric 

spurious currents in interFoam significantly displace and deform the bubble 

especially at higher resolution where the shape is oscillating, while the bubble remains 

always circular and preserving its initial position in phaseFieldFoam. The latter 

code predicts the Laplace pressure jump below an error of 1% while the former 

underestimates by about 13%. The code interFoam exhibits very low errors in mass 

conservation below 0.1% on fine grids whereas phaseFieldFoam shrinks the bubble 

in the course of the simulations while globally conserving the order parameter. This 

phenomenon is well known in literature and results from a shift of the order parameter 

values in the bulk phases. With phaseFieldFoam, the mass conservation error at 
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Cahn number 0.02 on very fine grids is about 1.6%, which can be reduced by 

decreasing the Cahn number, i.e. the capillary width. At the same time, it is essential 

that the diffuse interface region is well resolved. Thus, a much finer resolution is 

required in phaseFieldFoam for obtaining good mass conservation as compared to 

interFoam. 

Concluding, despite its superior mass conservation properties the standard 

interFoam solver lacks the accuracy to predict reasonable physics for a bubble in 

microfluidic systems. Comparison with literature shows that its performance might be 

significantly improved by making use of height functions in the curvature estimation. 

However, the supposed benefits are expected to reach performances still worse than 

geometrical VOF approaches that reconstruct the interface. The solver 

phaseFieldFoam exhibits sufficient accuracy providing the Cahn number is below 

about 0.01 and the diffuse interface is well resolved ( / 2h ). These requirements 

lead on static uniform grids to high computational costs for 3D simulations. Practical 

engineering computations with phaseFieldFoam thus require local dynamic 

adaptive mesh refinement in the diffuse interface region. 

Though the present study focused on the effect of grid resolution, some conclusions 

concerning temporal resolution can be drawn as well. The time step criterion derived in 

[69] for matched fluid properties and suggested for accurate position-stable simulations 

with interFoam cannot be directly transferred to the present very demanding test case 

of submillimetre air bubbles in water with large density contrast. For 

phaseFieldFoam, the present combination of a Courant time step restriction with an 

upper limit for the time step size serves quite well for most cases. However, suppression 
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of spurious currents in simulations using very small values of the capillary width 

requires incorporation of the capillary time step restriction proposed in [92]. 
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